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March 15, 2015  

Mr. ______________ 

Business Address 

 

Dear Mr. ___________________,  
Introduction 

First, I would like to introduce myself.  I am the principal at Bates Elementary School.  It is a public Pre-K-6 elementary 

school dedicated to providing a comprehensive and quality education for all students.  The physical plant has several 

specialized features of which we are proud of, including a computer room, science lab and a library/media center.  The 

school surrounded by aesthetic thematic gardens, opens its doors to various town and youth organizations.  Strong 

parental involvement is demonstrated through volunteer support, an active PTO, a strong recreation program, the 

Brimfield Advisory Council and the Brimfield School Committee.  I would like to take this opportunity to welcome you 

to come and visit our school in the near future and become a collaborative business partner.   
Goal 

BES presently offers 3 formats in the selection of our After-School program.  They are: Remediation-based activities 

(MCAS Based Instruction, Homework etc.), Enrichment-based activities (Healthy Cooking Class etc.) and Recreation-

based activities (Basket-ball, yoga etc.) Our goal is to expand the after-school enrichment program to include an 

educational component for students to increase their knowledge in science, technology, engineering and math through the 

SPRK educational program using hands-on, engaging activities while becoming skilled using the robot ball called 

“sphero”. (gosphero.com) Sphero is the world's first app-controlled robotic ball and a sophisticated companion for an iPad, 

iPod, Smartphone or tablet. Play is a powerful tool and by fusing technology with robotics, this initiative will inspire 

tomorrow's inventors and innovators. The SPRK program is an influential teacher. The SPRK lessons and labs give 

students a fun crash course in programming while sharpening their skills in math, computer science and engineering. I 

have attached the SPRK program curriculum for you to review. 
Objectives 

A 6 week SPRK after-school educational program will be offered to students from 3-6 grade in the fall of 2015 and in the  

spring of 2016. The class will be offered 3 days a week and will be one hour in length for a total of 16 hours each session. 

An information evening event is planned by the teachers to engage parents of the participating students in this exciting 

initiative. They will have the opportunity to learn about Sphero and the SPRK educational program and see first-hand 

what Sphero can do. After-school programs have been thoroughly researched and proven effective with all types of 

students throughout the country. Our school realizes the importance of offering these programs in enhancing academic 

performance, confidence and creativity.  
The below paragraph identifies need. 

With today’s fiscal budget constraints, providing an important after-school program to help our students reach their 

potential will need the support of the community. The town has varying degrees of poverty which impact the families’ 

ability to afford educational products for their children. The Massachusetts Community Health Indicator Profile data 

identifies that the unemployment rate is over the national average in our town and that the median family income is 

$50,046. The town has varying degrees of poverty which impact the family’s access to educational services beyond the 

local school. We are further isolated due to the lack of a public transportation system.  The U.S. Census Bureau’s data 

identifies Bates community families who have the head of household being a single female with children under the age of 

5 at 33.3%.   
Request + Conclusion 

The school would like to purchase the materials necessary for the students to participate in this initiative but the school‘s 

budget is very tight. Without additional funding we will be unable to implement this program. The cost for 12~Sphero 

robots and 12~ tablets is $2400. I ask that you consider offering a monetary donation to help the cost of the SPRK 

Program. Surplus donations will be used to buy more Sphero balls and tablets to increase its availability to more students. 

Once materials are purchased we will have the capability to institute this initiative in the classroom during the school day. 

(Example: Implementing this program in the 6th grade engineering class.) Please give me a call at 508-111-1111 if you 

have any questions or suggestions to help us move forward with our plans. I look forward to working with you personally 

and with (Name of the company).  Together, I know we can build a partnership that will be beneficial to the children of 

this community for years to come.  
 

Sincerely, 

John Towne  

Principal     



      

SPRK Curriculum 
Engineering Lesson Content 
1.1 Introduction to Engineering 

 
→What is engineering?  
→NASA for Kids: Intro to Engineering 
→What is Engineering-sketch animation 
→Who are engineers?  
(mechanical, civil, software, etc.) 
→ Engineering Design Process 

1.2 Machines 

 
→How do engineers observe and think about machines? 
→ Rube Goldberg Machine 

Robotics Lesson Content 
2.1 Introduction to Robotics →What is a robot? 

→What makes something a robot? 
→Identify several different robots and the tasks they do 
→Engineers design robots to do specific tasks 
→What skills do you need for a career in robotics? 
→NASA and robots 

Computing Lesson Content 
3.1 Computer Science 

 
→Algorithms 
→Codes 
→Computer bugs 
→Games 
→Robots  

3.2 Digital Literacy + Information Technology 

 
→How can computers help you learn? At        home? At school? 
At work?  
→Internet, web safety, and personal information 
→Computer parts  
→How is data stored? 
→How have computers changed over time? 

3.3 Coding  

 
→What is coding? 
→How does it work? 
→Benefits of learning coding  
→Careers for men AND women 
→Common coding languages  

Sphero Lesson Content ~ Labs 
4.1 What is Sphero?  →The program 

→Videos of Sphero in action 
→Toy + learning tool  
→App examples 

4.2 Introduction to learning with Sphero  →Why use Sphero to learn?  
→How will we learn? 
→Connecting Sphero 
→Heading and aiming 

Draw N’ Drive Lesson Content ~ Labs  
5.1 Introduction to DrawNDrive App →Demo (aiming, drawing, shake to clear, color) 

→Length vs. speed 
→Secret message 
→Exploration/play! 

5.2 Alphabet & Numbers →Lowercase letters a-z 
→Can you program your name?  
→Numbers 
→Number sentences (program/draw the answer) 
→Drive Sphero to correct answer on floor 

5.3 Geometry & Measurement →’Draw’ triangle, square, rectangle, pentagon, hexagon 
→Partner describes characteristic of polygon; partner ‘draws’ 
polygon 
→Draw lines and measure in different unit 

MacroLab Lesson Content ~ Labs  
6.1 Introduction to MacroLab App 

 
→Introduction to commands 
→Demonstration/model 
→Exploration/play! 

6.2 Time, Speed and Distance 

 
→Relationship: time, speed, distance 
→Create one-line program that moves Sphero at a steady pace 
for a specified time 
→Measure to determine distance traveled 
→Divide to compare measurements 
→Create two-lined program that moves Sphero to a certain 
position and then moves it back where it started 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wE-z_TJyziI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bipTWWHya8A


6.3 2D Geometry →Sphero’s heading (0-360 degrees) determines the direction it 
will roll 
→Write a program to make Sphero draw a square, triangle and 
pentagon 
→Angles, clues, formulas 

6.4 Mean, Median and Mode 

 
→Solve open ended problems with guess and check 
→Relationship: rate, distance, time 
→Generate data 
→Calculate mead, median and mode from a data  set  

6.5 Percentages  

 
→Create one-lined program that moves Sphero at a steady 
speed for a specified amount of time 
→Measurement 
→Division to calculate speed and percentages 
→Create two-lined program to display a color  
→Primary colors 

6.6 Patterns and Colors 

 
→Create multi-lined program to display colors sequentially 
→Sphero and mixing primary colors 
→Patterns 
→Morse code 

OrbBasic Lesson Content ~ Labs 
7.1 Written Code →Different languages and their uses 

→Video from programmer at Sphero 

7.2 Introduction to OrbBasic App →Introduction to commands 
→Demonstration/model 
→Exploration/play! 

7.3 Go to and Variables →Create a program that rolls Sphero out a distance and back, 
and then stops 
→Modify OrbBasic programs to delay variables 

7.4 Circles and If Then →Create a program to roll Sphero in a circle  using a variable to 
store heading 
→Modify OrbBasic programs with if/then statements to fix 
errors 
→Modify OrbBasic programs with if/then statements to light up 
the circle with different colors 
→Modify OrbBasic programs to increase the size of the circle at 
the end of each cycle 

7.5 Sensors and Random →Create a program that changes the color of Sphero when it 
senses that it is in air 
→Create a program that recognizes when Sphero collides with 
something and then changes color 
→Create a program that sends Sphero in a random direction 
after a collision 

STEM Challenges Lesson Content ~ Labs 
8.1 STEM Overview 

 
→Introduction to STEM Challenges 
→Collaboration, Communication, Creativity, Critical Thinking 
→What makes a good teammate? 

8.2 Chariot Challenge →History of the chariot 
→Engineering Design Process 
→Design and create Sphero chariot  
→Build a macro for Sphero to navigate through a course 

8.3 Bridge Building Challenge →Engineering Design Process 
→Research bridges  
→Communicate plan 
→Design and build bridges from finite resources 
→Program Sphero to drive across bridge 

8.4 Hydro Hypothesis Challenge →Engineering Design Process 
→Build a contraption to transport a load across water 
→Buoyancy, density, surface area 
→Properties of materials 

8.5 Maze Mayhem Challenge →Engineering Design Process 
→Program Sphero to navigate a maze 
→Measurement 
→Gather and analyze data  

 


